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Rules of Card Receipt as a Payment Means by POS-Terminal  

and the POS-Terminal Service Regulation  

 

In this Regulation, the terms shall have the same meanings as the ones in the international VISA and Mastercard service 

contract.   

 At the time of receipt of a card as the payment means an outlet/service station shall be obliged to:  

 make sure that the plastic card is a VISA or Mastercard; 

 verify the card validity term; 

 inspect the integrity of the card (an undamaged card). 

 For the purpose of a card transaction the card shall be placed in the POS-Terminal. The card transaction sum is to 

be specified by the keyboard or the integrated computer system, whereupon an outlet/service station representative 

is to wait for the authorization of the card payment.  

 Upon the card receipt having been printed out from the POS-Terminal, the outlet/service station is to make sure 

that the card number on the card receipt coincides with the card number (the first and last 4 digits). If the card 

number does not coincide with the one on the cared receipt, the card shall not be accepted for payment or cashing and 

the outlet/service station shall immediately contact the Bank.  

 The last card transaction effected by the POS-Terminal may be cancelled by means of the POS-Terminal (in the 

menu: “Cancellation of a transaction” and OK). 

 If the authorization response requires removal of the card, and also in case of an expired or a blocked card or the one 

with no standard details, the outlet/service station shall contact the POS-Terminal service bank.  

 See the POS-Terminal Service Regulation for the list of the unacceptable card transaction codes.  

 

POS Terminal Use Regulation  

 

The Plastic Card Placement in the Terminal  

Subject to a plastic card type it may be placed in 3 ways: 

1. A touch-free plastic card – we touch the terminal screen by the plastic card 

2. A chip card - the card is placed in the terminal  

3. A chip free plastic card - the card is entered into the terminal 

 

“Payment” Transaction 

“Payment” is the initial position on the terminal screen. By pressing the green button, get over to the currency selection 

page.  

the Georgian national currency lari (GEL) is the standard currency on the terminal screen. A currency may be selected by 

enabling the relevant feature at the merchant’s request.  

To get over to the next page, press the green OK button.   

On the page we type the sum then press the green OK button once again.  

The touch-free card sign and “Enter the Card” will pop out on the screen.  
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Enter the card.1 

If required, „Enter PIN code“ will appear on the terminal screen 

We complete the “Payment” transaction by pressing the green button.  

 

“Transaction Cancellation” 

If we need to return the last withdrawn sum to the client, by pressing the upper left button on the terminal, we get over 

to the administration menu, where by printing the relevant number, we select “Select Transaction” category and 

afterwards, “Transaction Cancellation” category; finally, we confirm our choice by pressing the green button.  

The details of the last transaction will appear on the screen. By pressing the green button we put the card into the 

terminal2 and complete “Transaction Cancellation”.  

 

“CLOSE DAY” Ttransaction 

After pressing the upper left button of the terminal, in the administrative menu, we type the relevant number and select 

the “Service” and then the „CLOSE DAY” categories.  

The translation completed successfully.  

The day is opened automatically.  

 

“Downloading from Host” Transaction 

“Downloading from Host” is the terminal–bankl connection feature. If the terminal can not contact the bank or there is 

“DECLINED 898” on the screen, by pressing the upper left button we get over to the administration menu where by 

printing the relevant number, we select the “Service” and then “Download from the Host” categories.  

The approval receipt bearing 880 will be printed out.  

 

Additional Actions:  

- Green button   - „OK“ 

- Yellow button - „Editing“ 

- Red button – Return to the initial position   

- Left button – Administrative Transactions Menu  

 

Rejection Codes 

 

Code Meaning 

50, 74 Without specifying the reason 

51 Expired card 

52 Wrong Pin-Code entry attempts excessive    

53, 55, 58, 59 Banned card transaction  

 
1 See. “the Plastic Card Entry into the Terminal” 
2 See. “the Plastic Card Entry into the Terminal” 
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56 Banned transaction type 

57 Stolen or lost card 

60 Rejected operation due to unavailability of the card 

account  

64 Error in reading the magnetic tape  

76 Insufficient funds on the card  

82 Limit of the transactions within a period 

89 Closed card 

93 Fraud 

95 Too large transaction sum 

96 Pin-code entry required 

100 Refusal of the electronic authorization 

101 A card holder has to contact the Bank 

105 No service to a certain type card  

107 Expenditure limit reached   

113 No connection with the issuer bank 

200 Wrong card number 

201 Wrong Pin-code entered 

206 Card not registered by the issuer 

208 Wrong validity term of a card 

900, 901, 902, 903 The card to be exempted 

-  

 

 

 

 


